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RADIO: Cariboo Central Interior Radio Inc. (CCIR)
President/Managing Director Terry Shepherd says his company
has been sold to Vista Broadcast Group of Duncan, BC. Margot

Micallef is Chair/CEO of Vista which owns CJSU Duncan and recently
announced that - subject to CRTC approval - it has also acquired the radio
stations in Courtney, Campbell River, Powell River, Port Hardy, Castlegar,
Nelson and
Grand Forks.
CCIR holds 11
radio licenses
for AM and FM
s ta t i o n s  a t

Prince George, Quesnel, Williams Lake, 100 Mile
House, Smithers, Burns Lake and Vanderhoof.
The company also has a number of repeaters:
Hazelton, Houston, Granisle, Fraser Lake and
Fort St. James. Shepherd says he will stay with
the new company as GM of the Cariboo and
Central Interior stations... Newcap Inc. has CRTC
approval for the purchase of CIZZ-FM/CKGY-FM
Red Deer from Corus Entertainment. The deal’s
expected to close within 60 days... Statistics
Canada says private radio performance in 2004
saw air time sales increase at a slower pace than
in 2003 – 3.3% in 2004 compared to 8.4% in
2003; private radio broadcasters’ profit level
varied according to market size -- PBIT reaching
21.9% in large markets, 14.9% in medium markets
and 13.4% for small markets... A CKTF-FM
Gatineau parody of the Lakota TV commercial for
arthritis pain relief products didn’t sit well with at
least one Canadian Broadcast Standards
Council complainant. It was a mock interview with
the “Lakota Indian” played by one of the program
hosts. The other hosts asked questions. A listener
said the parody was discriminatory but the CBSC
concluded that while the sketch did present some
stereotypical commentary regarding aboriginals,
it was primarily a parody of the TV commercials
rather than an abusive attack on aboriginals.
Hence, it did not violate the Human Rights clause
of the Canadian Association of Broadcasters’
(CAB) Code of Ethics. The complete decision may
be found at www.cbsc.ca ... Sony BMG Music
Entertainment has agreed to pay $10 million US
and to stop paying radio station employees to
feature its artists. New York Attorney General
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The Evanov Radio Group Inc. which owns 
and operates 2103.5, Foxy 88.5 and AM 530 
in Toronto is expanding into the Halifax and 

Ottawa markets. 

We are looking for Broadcast Professionals 
for our Ottawa and Halifax operations with 

experience in the following areas: 

·General Manager 
·Sales and Sales Management 
·On-air Talent and News Staff 
·Traffic and Promotion Managers 
·Creative Directors 

Email your resume to: 
hu manresources@evanovradiogroup.com 

No phone calls. Only those applicants 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
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opportunity employer. 
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NEWS DIRECTOR / 
TALK SHOW HOST

Saskatchewan’s News
Leader 620 CKRM, Regina

has an immediate opening for an individual with
strong News, Communication and Leadership
skills to Manage the department and anchor
Saskatchewan’s most listened to NEWSLINE
Talk Show. Experience a definite asset. 

Contact:

Willy Cole, Program Manager
2060 Halifax St Regina SK S4P 1T7

E-mail: wcole@harvardbroadcasting.com
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Eliot Spitzer had suspected “pay for play” practices and said
Sony BMG has agreed to hire a compliance officer to monitor
promotion practices. He says the investigation showed Sony
BMG paid for vacation packages and electronics for PDs and
also paid for contest giveaways for listeners, paid some
expenses of radio stations and hired middlemen to provide
illegal payments to radio stations to get more airplay for its
artists... Meantime, prompted by the New York deal, FCC
Chairman Kevin Martin has launched his own investigation
into radio stations taking bribes from music labels to play
specific songs... CKRM Regina has extended its contract for
the play-by-play broadcast rights for the Saskatchewan
Roughriders for the next 10 years...  My Broadcasting
Corporation, which owns and operates CHMY-FM Renfrew,
has won CRTC approval for another FM’er in nearby
Pembroke. It will operate at 104.9 with 1,620 watts and
program AC... Canadian Satellite Radio (CSR) says it will
open a broadcast and performance studio in downtown Toronto (Avenue Rd. and Davenport Rd.). The facility
will be the home base for CSR’s English channels... Standard Radio’s application to flip CHOR 1450
Summerland to FM was denied by the CRTC. The Commission said approval would have resulted in
Standard operating three stations with effective coverage in the Penticton market... K-Rock Edmonton aired
a 3-second clip of Alice Cooper saying “No More Mr. Nice Guy”, over and over again, during a 12 -hour
period from Noon until Midnight – promotional hype for Cooper's new overnight show on the station, Nights
With Alice Cooper. The legendary 57-year-old shock-rocker’s show is heard on about 60 stations in the US.

SIGN-OFFS: Peter Jennings, 67, of lung cancer in New York. Jennings, the Canadian-born network
anchor for five decades, announced last April that he had the disease. While he said then that he
would continue to do the ABC Evening News, he managed only to go to the office between
chemotherapy treatments. He never again appeared on the air. His father, Charles Jennings, was

the first person to anchor a nightly national news program in Canada and later became head of CBC's news
division. Peter Jennings began his career at CFJR Brockville and quickly earned an anchor job at CTV...
John Campbell, 66, of cancer at Sault Ste. Marie. The veteran newsman spent four decades in the media
business, covering news at CKKW Kitchener, Sudbury, Sports at CFRB Toronto, before returning to
CHAS/CFYN Sault Ste. Marie. He’d retired two years ago... Con Chung, 58, in Toronto of cancer. Chung,
known on-air as Junior Chung, was PD at CING-FM Burlington when it launched the Dance Music format
in 1991. Later, he was a part of the launch of Z103.5 Toronto/Orangeville when it launched in 1995. 

REVOLVING DOOR: Another broadcaster seems headed for the Governor-General’s office,
succeeding Adrienne Clarkson. Quebec TV host Michaëlle Jean is a Haitian-born TV journalist
who’s been a regular contributor to CBC Newsworld's The Passionate Eye and Rough Cuts

documentary programs... Greg Bohnert is new ND at CFAX/KOOL 107.3 Victoria. Bohnert had been ND
at CKRM/Lite92/The Wolf Regina. He begins Aug. 29... Vince Carlin has been named ombudsman at
CBC/Radio-Canada, succeeding the retiring (end of Nov.) David Bazay. Carlin had served as the Chairman
of Ryerson University's school of journalism in Toronto for more than six years... Erin Davis returns to
CHFI-FM Toronto Sept. 6 as Morning Host. She had been with CHFI for 15 years before being fired in June
of 2003. Her co-Host (Mike Cooper), not identified by CHFI because of contractual obligations to CJEZ-FM
Toronto, won’t start until late October... Veteran CKNW Vancouver broadcaster John Ashbridge has hung
up his headphones, resigning full-time newsroom duties. Ashbridge started at CKNW in May, 1965, and –
aside from some short stints elsewhere – spent more than 36 years reading news at the station...
Succeeding Blair Bartrem as PD at MIX 99.9 Toronto is Karen Steele, promoted from her Promotions
Director’s job at Standard Radio Toronto... Kathleen O'Keefe has joined Global National as Assignment
Manager. Her immediate background involves two years as Domestic Assignment Editor for CTV National
News. Before that, she was Assignment Editor for Canada AM and Associate producer for the Jane Hawtin
Live TV talk show... Pat Hurley has joined the Foxy 88.5 Toronto/Newmarket sales department in an
Account Exec role. Hurley‘s background includes Sales Manager positions at CKEY Toronto, CJAD/CJFM
Montreal, CKLH/CKOC Hamilton, CFRB/CKFM Toronto and CJCL Toronto... Christopher Lecomte is
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Sell Radio In Beautiful British Columbia!!

You have established yourself in a broadcast sales career. Most likely
you are in a small or medium market. You prefer a smaller lifestyle
oriented community.  You enjoy the mountains, lakes, maybe even
the ocean!!

Vista Broadcast Group Inc. is a new Western Canadian company.
We’re looking for sales professionals with a proven track record.
Want the lifestyle AND the career in Beautiful BC?

The Vista compensation program will make you stand up and pay
attention!!  25% commission in your first year and 18.5% year two
forward.  If you are a true sales performer, we’re thrilled to
compensate for that passion, skill and the results!! Yes, you read the
numbers right!!! Successful candidates will be responsible for
expanding our retail client base and maximizing local sales revenues.

CRA or CRM Certificate preferred. If not, be prepared to train. It is a
condition of employment.

Now, tell us about yourself. Your sales track record. Your work
ethic. Your burning desire to WIN every budget, every month and
how you do it.  Tell us why you want and need to be part of a strong
team. Demonstrate to us that you are a creative thinker and totally
passionate about this business.  We may just have a place for you in
Beautiful British Columbia!!

No phone calls please. Only those applicants selected for an interview will
be contacted. Vista Broadcast Group Inc. subscribes to all aspects of

Employment Equity.

Paul Mann
Executive Vice President

c/o 89.7 SUN FM
#205 2700 Beverly St. Duncan, BC V9L 5C7

Email: pmann.vista@shaw.ca
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the new VP Finance at Corus Radio, moving
across from that same position at Corus
Television... Paula Davies, ex of CHUM
Television, is the new Executive Producer of
In-House Production at TORONTO 1. She
had been Asst. GM at MTV Canada & TV
Land... Doug Lamb has been appointed
Exec VP/CFO of CanWest MediaWorks in
Toronto... Sheldon Hingst has been
appointed Creative Director Ontario North for
Rogers Radio, effective Aug. 15. 

GENERAL: A new Ipsos Reid poll
suggests that the Internet is
threatening to overtake TV, with the
gap between the Web and TV usage

closing. The survey shows time spent by
Internet-using Canadians is up 46% since
2002, now averaging 12.7 hours per week (up
from 8.7 hours). And the Internet increase
appears to be at the expense of radio. Typical
Internet-using adults in Canada spend 11
hours weekly listening to the radio, down from
16 hours in 2002. But TV is not immune
despite remaining the Number One media
source for Internet-using Canadians. The gap
is closing. The 18-34 demo surfs 14.7 hours
per week on average, compared to 11.7 hours
listening to the radio, 11.6 hours watching TV,
and 2.5 hours per week reading newspapers.
Ipsos Reid says Internet-using Canadians
turn to different sources depending on their
news and information needs. The Web is
used more to look for specific news and
information such as health and travel
information, while TV tends to be used more
for general news and information such as
weather and national and international news...
Canadian Media Guild members at the CBC
have voted 87.3% in favour of strike action to
get “a fair contract”.  A work stoppage could
come by the middle of this month. 

TV/FILM: The deed is done at CHUM Television’s conventional stations. Former A-Channels in
Calgary, Edmonton and Winnipeg have been re-branded as Citytv while The New stations at Barrie,
Ottawa/Pembroke, London, Wingham and Windsor have become A-Channels... A year ago, WBBH-TV

and WZVN-TV Ft. Myers-Naples were being applauded for their exceptional wall-to-wall coverage of
Hurricane Charley. Now, the FCC has fined the stations $24,000 each because some emergency warnings
were given orally -- without the required visual presentation -- over the course of the emergency broadcast
(eight days). The station owners insisted they did provide emergency information for the hearing impaired
with on-screen displays and a crawl. While some items were not described visually, the stations said such
information may have been "useful" to hearing impaired viewers, but not critical. One example cited by the
FCC was when a newscaster announced that the causeway from Sanibel Island had been closed. That
information, says the FCC, was not repeated in visual form. The FCC cited three instances of failing to
provide visual emergency information and fined each station $8K for each one. 

VlS'f A. Broadcast Group 
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LOOKING: The Evanov Radio Group seeks a range of radio professionals for its new Ottawa and
Halifax stations. See the details in the ad on Page One... CKRM Regina is searching for a combined
News Director/Talk Show Host. Contact information and more information may be found in the ad on
Page Two...  Standard Radio BC North – News Manager; A-Channel Windsor – Assignment Editor;

CKFM-FM (Mix 99.9) Toronto - Promotion Director; Citytv Calgary – Video Journalists; Citytv Edmonton
– a News Anchor, a Weekend Anchor and an ENG Photographer; Alliance Atlantis Toronto – Program
Manager Food Network and HGTV, a Records Manager and a Design Technician; CTV Toronto - a Video
Editor II and a Video Editor I (Leitch); Report on Business Television Toronto – Editorial Assistant;
Channel m Vancouver – Producer/Director; Global Television Toronto – Coordinator for Specialty
Channels and Hosts for an Entertainment Show; MooseFM Bracebridge – Creative Director; CHAY-FM
Barrie – Part-time On Air Talent; CHNU-TV Surrey – Program Host; CKLM-FM (The Goat) Lloydminster
– Writer/Producer; CBC Ottawa – Regional Manager CBC French Radio Communications, a National
Reporter, a Producer for French Regional Radio, a Reporter/Editor for English Radio and a Corporate
Manager, Budgeting and Forecasting; CBC Montreal – Production Engineer; CBC Yellowknife – Producer;
CBC Vancouver - Associate Producer/Technician; and, CPAC Ottawa – Assistant Technical Producer.

NEW SUBSCRIBERS THIS WEEK INCLUDE: Paul Mann, Vista Broadcast Group, Duncan.
Welcome!

EDITOR’S NOTE: Important moments in Canadian broadcasting captured on video or audio, funny
moments, sad moments, bloopers, ironies, silly stuff, fun stuff – all are fodder for Broadcast
Dialogue’s new Web site section called Potpourri. It, along with a great deal more Canadian

broadcast information, may be found at www.broadcastdialogue.com. Should you have something on
audio or video that you think should be included, prepare a short descriptive, attach the file, and send it to
potpourri@broadcastdialogue.com. We commit to looking at everything that’s sent yet, I’m sure you’ll
understand, outrageously offensive or sensitive material will be omitted from posting.

Broadcast Dialogue 
magazine returns in

September with a fabulous
line-up of features, articles

and columnists.

Watch for it!

www.broadcastdialogue.com
potpourri@broadcastdialogue.com


Sell Radio In Beautiful British Columbia!!

You have established yourself in a broadcast sales career. Most likely
you are in a small or medium market. You prefer a smaller lifestyle
oriented community.  You enjoy the mountains, lakes, maybe even
the ocean!!

Vista Broadcast Group Inc. is a new Western Canadian company.
We’re looking for sales professionals with a proven track record.
Want the lifestyle AND the career in Beautiful BC?

The Vista compensation program will make you stand up and pay
attention!!  25% commission in your first year and 18.5% year two
forward.  If you are a true sales performer, we’re thrilled to
compensate for that passion, skill and the results!! Yes, you read the
numbers right!!! Successful candidates will be responsible for
expanding our retail client base and maximizing local sales revenues.

CRA or CRM Certificate preferred. If not, be prepared to train. It is a
condition of employment.

Now, tell us about yourself. Your sales track record. Your work
ethic. Your burning desire to WIN every budget, every month and
how you do it.  Tell us why you want and need to be part of a strong
team. Demonstrate to us that you are a creative thinker and totally
passionate about this business.  We may just have a place for you in
Beautiful British Columbia!!

No phone calls please. Only those applicants selected for an interview will
be contacted. Vista Broadcast Group Inc. subscribes to all aspects of

Employment Equity.

Paul Mann
Executive Vice President

c/o 89.7 SUN FM
#205 2700 Beverly St. Duncan, BC V9L 5C7

Email: pmann.vista@shaw.ca
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REVOLVING DOOR: Brad Boechler has left his GSM job at CHUM Radio
Ottawa to become VP/Sales at Newcap Radio. Tom Manton, who’d held the
position, is no longer with Newcap... New GM for the Newcap Halifax stations

is Ted Hyland... Scott Broderick, GSM at The Bear Ottawa, moves to Newcap to
become GM of Hot 89.9/Live 88.5 Ottawa.... Moving into Broderick’s spot as GSM at
The Bear is Gary
Perrin, GSM at  K-
R O C K / K I X / T h e
BORDER Kingston.
T h e  m o v e s  a r e
expected to take place
early next month...

Stephen Feswick has been appointed GSM for the
Rogers Radio Atlantic Canada cluster, and will be based
in Halifax. It’s a move up for Feswick, currently a Regional
Account Manager for the Rogers Alberta Radio cluster...
Kneale Mann, ex of Dave-FM Cambridge, is the new PD
at Newcap’s Live 88.5 Ottawa... John Galway, formerly
the English National Television Sector Head at Telefilm
Canada, has been appointed President, English-
language Program, Astral Media The Harold
Greenberg Fund (a private funding agency for English
and French-language films and scripts). Bryn Matthews,
best known for his past President/COO duties at CJOH-TV
Ottawa, has been named Chair, Board of Directors, of the
English-language Program Committee, Astral Media The
Harold Greenberg Fund. 

RADIO: The CRTC has approved a low-power
specialty FM’er at Blucher, Sask., which will
program Christian Music. While the application is in
the name of Robert Orr, on behalf of a corporation

to be incorporated, Elmer Hildebrand Communications
Inc. owns 100% of the shares. The station will be at 94.1
at 36 watts... The Haliburton Broadcasting Group has
won approval for an FM licence at North Bay programming
Country on 106.3 at 10,000 watts... The Commission has
also approved a Community station for Bluewater
Community Radio at Hanover, Ont. It will operate at 91.3
with power of 250 watts... Energy 103.1 London has a
new ID – it’s now 1031 Fresh FM... A radio campaign by
Corus Hamilton stations last November, to support the
Woerlen family of West Lincoln who lost Monika Woerlen
and her seven children in an house fire, raised over
$175,000. At month’s end (Aug. 31), The New Country
95.3/Y108/900 CHML will open the Woerlen Family
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Memorial Playground in the town of St. Ann’s...
94.9 The Rock
Oshawa has a
new custom-
d e c o r a t e d
“ R o c k i n ’
Chopper” that
will be used for
e v e n t s  a n d
p a r t i e s
throughout the
Durham Region and the Greater Toronto Area.

TV/FILM: CTV has completed installation of
two over-the-air High-Def transmitters in
Toronto and Vancouver. With both now
operational, CTV says it has become the

first national conventional broadcaster to do
so... Quebecor-owned Toronto 1 (CKXT-TV) is
changing its station ID to SUN-TV to more
readily emphasize links to the Sun newspaper
chain – particularly The Toronto Sun (also
owned by Quebecor)... Rogers Sportsnet, TSN
and CTV have an agreement to jointly televise
all 64 games from the 2006 FIFA World Cup
Germany™. This follows Sportsnet's acquisition
of the Canadian broadcast rights for the event
last November... The broadcast of the f-Word on
Bravo! before 9:00 pm breached the Canadian

Association of Broadcasters’ Code of Ethics, says the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council. The coarse
language was part of the movie, RKO 281, aired on the specialty channel. A viewer complained that he’d surfed onto
the channel on a Saturday afternoon while trying to find cartoons for a child he was babysitting. The complete decision
may be found at www.cbsc.ca... CH (CHEK-TV) Victoria is extending its news coverage. Beginning Sept. 6, the station
goes to two hours of news in the early evening, Monday to Friday, while the late night news show will be expanded to
one hour. As well, CH will launch half hour late news coverage on weekends.

LOOKING: The Vista Broadcast Group in BC seeks Sales Professionals. See the ad on Page 1... CHYM-
FM/NEWS 570 Kitchener is looking for a GSM. See the ad on Page 2... Other jobs we’ve heard about this week
include: CISL/CKZZ-FM Vancouver – Promotions Director; Alliance Atlantis Toronto – Program Manager,
Lifestyle Programming and a Marketing Coordinator; CTV Toronto – Manager, News Productions and an

Engineering Technician; CTV Specialty Television Toronto - a Research Analyst and a Traffic Coordinator; CIFM-
FM/CKBZ-FM/CFJC-TV Kamloops – an Engineer; Global Television Toronto – Project Manager Engineering;
CanWest MediaWorks Toronto – an Associate Producer Global News, a Field Producer and a VTR Operator; CBC
Toronto – a Software Developer cbc.ca, and a  Programmer, Quality Assurance; CHQR Calgary – a Producer and an
Intermediate Account Executive; Corus Radio Toronto – Interactive Account Manager; Corus Entertainment Toronto
– Communications Analyst; Corus Custom Networks Calgary - TV Advertising Production Designer; Citytv Toronto
– Video Journalists and a Breakfast Television Associate Producer; Newcap Radio Alberta – Station Accountant; Vision
TV Toronto –– Broadcast Sales Coordinator and a Traffic Coordinator; CIBK-FM Calgary – Sales Executive; CJXX-FM
Grande Prairie – Creative Writer; Standard Radio Dawson Creek – a Creative Writer and a Production Assistant;
CKER-FM Edmonton – Account Executive; CPAC Ottawa - Media Librarian/Archivist; Teletoon Montreal –
Coordonnatrice, Production originale; and, CBC Montreal – Writer/Broadcaster, a Traffic Reporter and a Producer
(English Radio).

NEW SUBSCRIBERS THIS WEEK INCLUDE: Jim Hamm, Rogers Atlantic Radio, Halifax. Welcome!

570News 
News. Talk . Sports. 

96.lf/M!!__fm 
LJte, /3,c,(, WITH Lm TALK 

RESPONSIBILITIES 

General Sales 
Manager, 

Kitchener Radio 

* Developing new business, managing and achieving the sales budget for 
two radio stations in Kitchener, Ontario 
.. Managing, recruiting and motivating a dynamic sales team. 
QUALi FICATIONS 
.. Minimum of ten ( 1 O) years proven sales experience, with exception al 
selling skills 
.. Minimum three (3) years proven sales management experience 
.. Sales management experience in Kitchener market is an asset 
.. Media/broadcast sales experience 
.. Computer ski I ls Microsoft Word, PowerPoi nt, Excel. 
FORWARD RESUMES IN CONFIDENCE TO 

Kitchener Radio Recruiting 
777 Jarvis Street, 5th Floor 

Toronto ON M4Y 3B7 
or e-mail: radio. careers@r ci. rogers. com 

Rogers is an equal opportunity employer 
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www.cbsc.ca


Sell Radio In Beautiful British Columbia!!

You have established yourself in a broadcast sales career. Most likely
you are in a small or medium market. You prefer a smaller lifestyle
oriented community.  You enjoy the mountains, lakes, maybe even
the ocean!!

Vista Broadcast Group Inc. is a new Western Canadian company.
We’re looking for sales professionals with a proven track record.
Want the lifestyle AND the career in Beautiful BC?

The Vista compensation program will make you stand up and pay
attention!!  25% commission in your first year and 18.5% year two
forward.  If you are a true sales performer, we’re thrilled to
compensate for that passion, skill and the results!! Yes, you read the
numbers right!!! Successful candidates will be responsible for
expanding our retail client base and maximizing local sales revenues.

CRA or CRM Certificate preferred. If not, be prepared to train. It is a
condition of employment.

Now, tell us about yourself. Your sales track record. Your work
ethic. Your burning desire to WIN every budget, every month and
how you do it.  Tell us why you want and need to be part of a strong
team. Demonstrate to us that you are a creative thinker and totally
passionate about this business.  We may just have a place for you in
Beautiful British Columbia!!

No phone calls please. Only those applicants selected for an interview will
be contacted. Vista Broadcast Group Inc. subscribes to all aspects of

Employment Equity.

Paul Mann
Executive Vice President

c/o 89.7 SUN FM
#205 2700 Beverly St. Duncan, BC V9L 5C7

Email: pmann.vista@shaw.ca
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TV/FILM: Signs point to an explosion of ad revenue for TV news on the Internet
with many experts believing the Web may soon take priority over TV for news
producers. The big incentive is a 33% Web advertising growth last year that
outpaced almost every other form of advertising. CTV is moving toward line-

extending its successes to on-line. Canadian viewers now download 400,000 to
500,000 files a month
from the 100 or so
video clips CTV.ca
posts daily. CBC has
about 120,000 audio
and  v ideo  c l i ps
available on-line. Both

networks indicate that Web-based news consumption
tends to be high during workday working hours. Meantime,
CNN has plans to launch an expanded subscription
service later this year... Some CBC competitors have
boosted ad budgets while others have hired new staff in
an effort to grab CBC listeners and viewers now affected
by the corporation’s lockout of 5,500 employees. CTV’s
Newsnet added roughly 12 people while promoting the
fact that the Atlantic version of the CTV National News
with Lloyd Robertson is on Newsnet at 10 p.m. ET. Global
Television, meantime, had ads in newspapers last week
promoting its national supper hour news... At Global-
owned CKRD-TV Red Deer Sept. 5, disaffiliation from the
CBC and the birth of new call letters: CHCA (CH) Red
Deer... Emmis Communications’ says it will sell nine of
its 16 US TV stations (for $681-million) as part of what
Emmis describes as its retreat from television. The sales
are also an attempt to reduce debt and focus on its radio
business... A study has found that 30-second ads on TV
are more persuasive than product placement, that
branded entertainment still has a long way to go when it
comes to influencing people to buy products. Researcher
FIND/SVP says consumers would be twice as likely to buy
a product as a result of seeing a TV spot, with 52% saying
they would buy a product after being exposed to a TV
commercial. Only 23% would do the same from a branded
entertainment experience... Rapper Jim Jones' music
video for the song Baby Girl has not been added in
rotation on Much Music. At issue are T-shirts in the video
that state, Stop Snitchin' overtop a red shape that looks
like a stop sign. MuchMusic is refusing to air the video
because of the current rash of gun-related deaths
happening in Toronto.
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RETAIL SALES MANAGER

FOR THE

KROCK IN KINGSTON 

Responsibilities:
*  Coaching and Managing a talented and experienced sales
team 
*  Achieving budgets for the radio group.

Qualifications:
*  Sales and Management experience minimum 5 years 
*  Media sales management experience is an asset. 

Knowledge of the Kingston Market is an asset.

Please e-mail resume and references in confidence to

John Wright by clicking jpwright@krock1057.ca 
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RADIO: With the federal government delaying the introduction of legislation that would provide a copyright exception
for transferring music into a format broadcasters can use, the Canadian Association of Broadcasters says it’s
concerned that the feds have “once again turned a blind eye to the needs of Canada’s private broadcasters”.
Further, says CAB President/CEO Glenn O’Farrell, when Bill C-60 was table last month, it “not only failed to

address this important issue, it also opened the door for more transfer of format payments.” Canada’s private radio
broadcasters already pay more than $43 million in copyright fees annually. Since 2003, radio stations have been required
to pay an additional $7 million in copyright fees for the simple act of transferring a digital copy of a song onto their hard
drives. No new use is made of the music; no additional revenues are generated. The government had promised the
broadcasting industry over the course of many years that it would provide true exceptions from copyright liability for these
types of “technical reproductions”. Many other countries, including the US, grant exceptions to their broadcasters to
facilitate such reproductions... CHUM’s CKLY-FM Lindsay (Kawarthas) has moved to the 91.9 BOB FM format.
Previously is was AC formatted and ID’ed as Y92. 

OOPS: The community FM licence approved for Blucher, SK – as reported in last week’s edition – has no
connection to Elmer Hildebrand Communications Inc. Hasty input lead to an inaccurate report.

REVOLVING DOOR: Slawko Klymkiw,
the Executive Director of Network
Programming at CBC TV is leaving
after a 25-year career with the public

broadcaster. Klymkiw says he's resigning to
pursue an unspecified opportunity. He will be
succeeded at the end of the month by Eva
Czigler who moves into an “acting” position...
Mike Blake, GSM at Rogers’ CHYM-
FM/CKGL Kitchener, moves to GSM at The
Fan (CJCL) Toronto. Former The Fan GSM
Linda McErlain is now GSM at 680News
(CFTR) Toronto... Corus Cornwall GM Tim
Wieczorek moves to Corus Kingston as
GSM beginning Sept. 1. Succeeding him at
Cornwall Sept. 1 is Scott Armstrong, former
PD at 640 (CFYI) Toronto... Casey Clarke is
new PD at The New Country 95.3 (CING-FM)
Hamilton/Toronto. He had been Director of
Programming for CMT. He will, however, also
hold Director of Music Programming duties at
the Corus specialty channel as well as
Director of Music Development at Max Trax,
CMT’s sister channel... Mike Wilson, former
PM Driver at Country 105 (CKRY-FM)
Calgary and - most recently - Morningman at
CHQR Calgary - moves Sept. 6 to The New
Country 95.3 (CING-FM) Hamilton/Toronto
as Morning Show Host... JOE-FM Kingston Morning Host Shannon Dicks is no longer with the station... John Beaudin
has earned the PD position at The Breeze (CIQX FM) Calgary after holding the “interim” title for a short while. He
remains Host of afternoon drive. 

SIGN-OFF: Bill Harcourt, 80. He had been a CBC Producer and Reporter/Editor, a Canadian Press
Reporter/Editor in New York covering both the United Nations and Broadway, and a North American desk Editor
for Reuters in London. He’s best known for his days as a Writer/Line-up Editor at The National (CBC) and as a
documentary Producer/Executive Producer for such CBC-TV shows as Newsmagazine, Thursday Night and

Marketplace.
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LOOKING: The Vista Broadcast Group in BC seeks Account Execs. See the ad on Page One... KROCK Kingston
is looking for a GSM. See the ad on Page 2... Other jobs we’ve heard about this week include: Newcap Halifax
– Operations Manager; CJDV-FM Cambridge/Kitchener/Waterloo – Program Director; CJRT-FM Toronto –
Director of Sales; Global Television Toronto – Consumer Promotions Manager; CBC Toronto – Research

Officer; CHQR Calgary - Morning Show Host; Standard Radio Fort St. John - Reporter/Anchor TV/Radio; CISQ-FM
Squamish – Promotions Director; CKCL-FM/CKLG-FM/CKWX Vancouver – Creative Writer; Toronto 1 Toronto –
Promo Producer; CFLY-FM/CKLC Kingston - Promotions/Public Relations/Marketing Director; Alliance Atlantis
Toronto - a Web site Producer, a Contracts Administrator, and a Production Coordinator, Dramatic Channels; CTV
Toronto – Traffic Clerk; ROBTV Toronto – Senior Editorial Assistant; CHED Edmonton – Studio Operator/News
Reader; CFPL AM 980 London - Account Manager; CHEX TV Peterborough – Account Executive; Citytv Calgary -
Production Assistant/Editor; Citytv Vancouver - News Show Producer; Citytv Winnipeg - News Reporter; VisionTV
Toronto - Programming, Scheduling Coordinator; CHYR-FM Leamington – Morning Show Co-Host and an Account
Representative; CJCD Yellowknife – Traffic Manager; CBC Ottawa – Senior Business Analyst; and, Teletoon Toronto
– Traffic Coordinator and a Bilingual Audience Relations Coordinator.

The September Edition of
BROADCAST DIALOGUE

magazine is going into the
mail this week.

Watch for the outstanding
features and our industry-

leading columnists!

If you’re not receiving your own copy, just e-mail us at
broadcastdialogue@rogers.com and we’ll put you on 

our distribution list.
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